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s to the accompanying drawings, and to letters 

24 lea-i Jan _ dramas Fries. 

WILLIAM H. DAVENPORT, OF NORWICH, CONNECTICUT. 

M'AGAZlNE-GUE\L 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 589,679, dated April 13, 1897. > 

Application ?led April 22, 1895. 

T0 aZZ whom it NHL/j 0071110771. 
Be'it'k'nown that 1, ‘WILLIAM H. DAVEN 

PORT, a citizen of the United States, residing 
at Norwich‘,_in the county of New London and 
State of ‘Connecticut, have invented certain 
new and useful lmprovementsin Mag-azim 
Firearms;_and I do hereby declare the follow 
ing to be a full, clear, and exact description of 
the “invention, such as will enable others 
skilled in the art to which it appertains to 
make and use the same, reference being had 

of .reference marked thereon 
part of this speci?cation. : 
My invent-ion relates to magazine guns or 

?rearms-that is to say, the class of breech 
loading ?rearms in which cartridges are fed 
mechanically from a magazine into the gun 

, which form a 

The ~object I .have in view is-to produce a 
magazine ?rearm or ri?e which will be com 
paratively light, e?icient, strong, and capa 
ble of being easily and quickly operated and 
at the same time possessing great magazine 
capacity for‘ the an'nnunition, the weight of 
the piece when fully charged being less than 
that of magazine-guns as usually constructed. 
'Another object of the invention is to pro 

duce or provide a-novel device for intermit 
iingly feeding the cartridges from the maga 
zine into the gun-barrel, the arrangement be 
ing such thata partial revolution of the maga 
zine must always take place before the car 
tridge can be delivered or ejected therefrom 
intoa carrier, which latter transfers it to the 
gun-barrel. _ 

My invention consists in the novel construc 
tion and combination of parts and devices, 
aswill be more particularly hereinafter set 
forth, and pointed out in the claims. 
By means of my improvement the act of 

opening and closing the gun through the me 
dium of the usual operating or guard lever 
automatically ejects the empty shell from the 
barrel, cooks the hammer, elevates the car 
tridge-carrier and places a new cartridge in 
position in the barrel, rotates the magazine, 
retracts the carrier to its normal position, 
and delivers the next ‘succeeding cartridge 
from the magazine into the carrier prepara 

. type 
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' tory to being introduced into the barrel after 
the next discharge. 

In the accompanying three sheets of draw 
ings, Figure 1, Sheet 1, is a longitudinal cen 
tral section, in partial elevation, showing the 
essential features of my improved magazine 
?rearm, the several parts being in the normal 
position. Fig. 2 is a similar view, the gun 
being open, the relation of the parts being 
such that a cartridge stands in position ready 
to be introduced into the‘ barrel during ‘the 
act of closing the gun. ‘Fig. 3is a transverse 
section taken on line 1 1 of Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is 
a similar section taken on line 2 2 of Fig. 2. 
Fig. '5 is a cross-section taken on line 5 5 of 
Fig. 2. Fig. 6, Sheet 2, is a longitudinal cen 
tral-section, enlarged, taken through the 
frame and rear end of the magazine, the re 
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lation of the parts corresponding with Fig. 1. d 
‘Fig. 7 is a similar section of the same, the 
breech-block, however, being retracted and 
in the actof ejecting the empty shell from 
the gun. Fig. 8, Sheet 3, is a horizontal sec 
tion, enlarged, taken substantially on line a: 
at, Fig. 2, the magazine being in elevation and 
showing the relation of the ?lling or loading 
cover thereto; Fig. 9 is an enlarged section 
corresponding to Fig. 2, showing the carrier 
block, &c., at the instant of introducing a 
cartridge into the gun-barrel, Fig. 10 is a 
transverse section, enlarged, taken on line 3 
3 of Fig. 1, the breech-block being omitted. 
Fig. 11 is a similar section 
of Fig. 1. Fig. 12 is a side View of the car 
rier-block detached from the gun. Fig. 13 
is a rear end view of it.- Fig. 14 is a front 
view. Fig. 1-5 is an enlarged horizontal sec 
tion taken substantially on line 6 6 of Fig. 3; 
and Fig. 16 is a view similar to Fig. 15, show 
ing the magazine turned-one-?fth of a rev0~ 
lution, the cartridge being fed into the carrier. 

1 would state that the form and arrange 
ment of the gun-barrel b and breech-stock a 
are or maybe made substantially as common 
to guns or ?rearms of the breech-loading 

So, also, are the pivoted hammer h, 
trigger Land mainspring 
frame f. The said frame has the stock a se 
cured to its rearend and the barrel 1) to its 
front end in any suitable manner. As drawn,‘ 

5, all mounted in the, 
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taken on line 4 4 1 
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f ' suming the parts‘ to be'in the normal position, 

20 

‘magazine B about to be‘ described. 
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the rear end Z)’ of the gun-barrel. is reduced 
in diameter and is screwed into the frame f. 
To the under side of the rear portion of the 

barrel 1) and parallel therewith is secured a 
casing 01, of wood, the same having a CllttlTl-V 
ber formed centrally therein to receive the 

The for 
ward end of thekcasingis covered or protected 
by a cap (1’, secured to the barrel, said cap be 
ing counterbored tov receive the closed forward 
end or ?ange d2 of the magazine and also the 
forward portion of the supporting-spindle 0, 
as shown in Fig. 2. The said magazine or 
reservoir B is revoluble and is composed of a 
series of circularly-arranged parallel tu bes’m, 
secured together. 
?ve tubes closed at the front end and open at 
the opposite end. 
secured to a central axle or spindle 0, the lat 
ter having at ' its rear end a ?ve - toothed 

v ratchet-wheel 112 secured thereto, through 

25 

which motion is imparted to the magazine. 
Each tube-chamber is adapted ‘to receive a 
number of cartridges .2. Theseare placed 
end to end and are'maintained in endwise 
yielding contact through the ‘medium of a 
guided follower my’ and spring m2, movably 

_ mounted in thevforward portion of the tube. 
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vThe magazine may be rotated independ 
ently of the operating mechanism by means 
of a short handle (not shown) adapted to be 
removably inserted into holes (13, formed in 
the periphery of the said ?ange d2. 
At the‘ rear end of the magazine is located 

in the frame a fixed plate or disk 1),‘thc same 
practically closing the corresponding ends of 
the several tubes m',-the said spindle 0 extend 
ing centrally therethrongh. The disk is pre 
vented from turning and is kept in place by 
a screwfhtapped into the frame. (See Fig. 4.) 
The plate is provided with an elongated seg 
‘mental opening p’, through which the car 
tridges are both fed into and from the maga-' 
zine. This opening is formed. in the upper 
portion of the plate and extends circularly 
from the upper tube to the next succeeding 

‘ tube and is adapted to communicate with 
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both the said tubes. (See Figs‘. 3, 4, 15,and 16.) 
The rear portion 192 of said opening 1)’, con 
sidered with respect to the direction of rota 
tation of the magazine, is adapted to pass car- ' 
tridges therethrough freely, ‘as in loading or 
charging the magazine,wh'ile theforward por- . 
tion- 153, through which the cartridges are fed 
from the magazine to the carrier-block, is re 
duced in diameterwthat is to say, the hole 193 
is counterbored from‘ the back to freely re 

’ ceive the enlarged or r'ini portion'of ar'cars 
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tridge, but will not permitit to pass directly 
through the plate. Thus it will be seen, as; 

(-sho'wn'in Fig, 16,) that the next cartridge to 
be fed‘from the magazine to ‘the carrier will 
[be the rearmost one in the tube opposite the 
rear hole 192, so that upon rotating the maga 
zine one-?fth of a revolution saidtube will 

Asvdrawn, it consists of‘ 

The magazine is rigidly‘ 

be ‘advanced and brought opposite the for 
ward ‘hole 193. Now during this movement 
the end of the cartridge will slide along the ' 
opening 13", and at the same time, by means 

transferred from the hole p2 
portion of the intercommunicating hole 193, 
ready'to' be delivered into the carrier upon 
withdrawing the stop or spring-cover u. . See 
Fig.15.) _ "~ , 

The frame f is provided with a vertical 
opening or chamber formed at the rear end 
of the barrel in whichthe carrier-block, soon, 
to be described, is movably- mounted. Said 
opening is closed by a longitudinally-sliding 
cover at, its outer surface forming a continua 
tion of the frame itself, as clearly shown. 
The frame is further provided with a side 
opening, arranged at substantially right an 
gles with the ?rst—named opening, which I 
term the “loading-opening,” in which is ?t 
teda swinging cover g, pivoted at g2 to the 
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frame. (See FigsrS and 10.) The forward I 
end g3 of the cover g when normal is adapted 
to engagekthe rear end of the adjacent car 
tridge after the latterhas taken its initial 
movement in the hole 192 of the opening 1)’ of 
plate 1), thereby successively holding the ear 
‘tridges in position as the magazine is rotated. 
The opposite or rear end of the cover is re 
sisted by'the vertical spring 12, thus‘ render 
in gthe cover self‘closing. \Vhen the carrier 
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is raised to a certain point, the cover g’ may _ . 
be pressed inwardly, so that cartridges can‘ 
be passed from the ?lling-groove g’ (shown 

I00 

by dottedlines in Figs, 8 and 10) into the res- ' 
ervoir-chambcrs, as.in charging the maga 

' zine. 

The carrier7bloek c is nicely ?tted and 
guided to work'vertically in the opening 
formed in the frame at rear end of. barrel. 
The carrier is provided with two horizontal 
seats arranged one 'over the other, theupper 
one, a’, when the carrier is in its'lowest or nor 
mal position, coinciding with the bore b’of 
the gun-barrel, the lower seat 02 at the same 
time coinciding with the outlet-opening p3 of - 
the plate p, through which the cartridges are 
fed singly from the magazine to the carrier. 
Therear end of the carrier is provided at its 
right side with a Vertical slot 03, in which a, 
block or piece 05 is slidably ?tted. Said piece 
(:5 carries at its upper end a stud or pivot'c4, 
on which the pawl 77.3 swings. The lower end 
of the pawl is‘hook-shaped and‘is kept in con 
tact with the teeth of the"ratchet-wheel mg, 
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before referred to, by means of a spring or‘, 1 
secured'to the carrier. 
By means of the arrangement j ust described 

it will be apparent that the magazine will not 
be rotated until the upward movement‘of the 
carrier ccauses the lower end of the slot esto 
engage. the corresponding end of the block 05, 
at which instant all the parts will commence 
to move in unison, the further upward move 

I ment of the carrier to its limit causing the 
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of, the spring m2, it will become automatically " to the enlarged w 
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pawl to rotate the wheel nzand magazine one 
fifth of a revolution. 
carrier is provided with a slightly-yielding 
plate or cover it, its central portion being 
cut away and forming substantially a con 
tinuation of the lower seat 02. The lower 
portion is divided laterally, so as to freely 
pass either side of the spindle 0, the ends 
forming a stop to prevent the escape of car 
tridges from the magazine while the carrier is 
in its elevated position. (See Figs. 9 and 15.) 
The carrier-block is actuated by a guard or 

operating lever Z through the medium of an 
' intermediate level‘ it’, the outer or free end of 

.15 
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the latter being mounted in a side notch 253, 
formed in the front end of the block. The 
hub portion w of lever 752 is supported by and 
?tted to turn on the ?xed screw 1*, forming 
the pivot or fulcrum of the guard-lever l. 
The said hub'w is provided with a lateral ex 
tension or dog 71?, carrying the free end of a 
comparatively stiff spring 3’, Fig. 2. ‘he un 
der side of the extension is flattened ‘and 

' adapted to contact with a similar surface k3, 
(see also'Figs. 6 and-7,) forming a part of the 
lever Z and arranged to move in a circular 
path. The hub to is also provided with two 

' peripheral notches 83, (shown by dotted lines 
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in Figs. 2, 6, and 7,) adapted to receive the 
free end of a ?at spring 2'. The relation of 
these notches is such that ‘the spring i oper 
ates to hold ‘the lever t” in both its elevated 
and depressed positions. , ‘ ‘ 

From the foregoing it will be seen that in 
swinging or dropping the lever Z to ,its limit, 
as in opening the gun, it will engage the dog 
hzand thus force the lever 252 and the connected 
carrier-block upwardly to the position shown’ 
in Figs. 2 and 9. .The spring s’returns the 
lever t2 and carrier to the normal position si 
Im ulpaneously with the act of retracting le 
ver -. - , ' 

The breech-block mechanismv is also actu 
ated by the guard-lever Z. The breech-block 
proper, It, is provided with a suitably-guided 
forward ann ular extension is’, arranged at the 
rear of and in alinement with the bore of the 
barrel b, as clearly shown in Fig. 6,-&e. Said 
part is’ is ?attened on opposite sides to permit 
the carrier to freely pass by it at certain parts 
of the action. As drawn, the rear end of the 
barrel is counterbored to receive the forward 
end of the part It’. The block 7c is counter 
bored rearwardly and has an enlarged firing 
pin 6 inserted therein. Said pin is capable of 
a short independent endwise movement, a pin‘ 
or screw (24 serving to secure both parts to 
gether. The rear portion of the member e is 
slidably ?tted into and extends through the 
frame and is adapted to be acted upon by the 
hammer h. The opposite end portion 6' of 
the pin e is reduced in diameter and extends 
into the annular portion of the breech-block, 
where it contacts with a shorter piece e2, form 
ing the ?ring-pin proper. A screw 63 main 

The ‘front end of the “ 
tains the piece e2 in position, while permitting 
a degree of endwise movement. ‘ 
The guard-lever Z extends into the frame f 

and is provided with a short a1 in Z’, in the 
upper end of which latter is fitted a pin 1'5, 70 
whose head is adapted to slide in a slot 1"“, . 
formed in a swinging arnir, pivoted at r’ to 
the frame. An end of a link q is jointed at 
7'2 to said arm 0', its other end being jointed 
at r3 to the breech-block 7;, the arrangement 
or relation of the said pins 7'’, '12, and 1‘3 being 
such that they form a togglefjoin‘t‘eon nection, 
the centers thereof when the gun is closed 
being in a plane common to all and substan 
tially parallel with that of the breech-block. 
The breech-block is provided with a slightly 

yielding shell-extractor a2, its forward end 
being notched and adapted to engage the rim 
of the cartridge. (See Fig. 6.) As drawn, it 
is connected with a screw 65, passing through 
the sliding breech-cover n, the arrangement 
being such that the act of withdrawing or re 
tracting the breech-block operates also to ac 
tuate ‘the cover, thereby automatically 1..) 
covering the top opening in the frame. - 
Assuming the several parts of my improved 

?rearm to be in the normal position substan 
tially as represented in Fig. 1, the operation 
of firing and vrecharging the barrel from the 
magazine is as follows: 
The cartridge is ?rst exploded through the 

medium of the hammer and ?ring-pin sub 
stantially as usual, after which the operator 
quickly drops the guard-lever Z to its limit. 
The ?rst part of said movement retracts the 
breech-block, therebysimultaneously uncov 
ering the frame, withdrawing the cartridge 
shell and ejecting it, (by means of its sudden 
engagement with the stop-pin o in the upper 
seat of the carrier,) and cooking the hammer, 
all as representedin Fig. 7. The latter part 
of the‘lever’s said movement as in carr iino‘ ‘ 

_ a a 

it to its limit, elevates the carrier-block and 
places a new cartridge in position preparatory 
to being inserted into the barrel, at the same ' 
time rotating the magazine one-?fth of a revo 
lution, closing the feed-outlet 193 thereof, and 
bringing the next succeeding cartridge int-o 
place to be delivered to the carrier 0 upon its 
return. (See Figs. 2 and 9.) It is to be noted 
that the spring meanwhile is in engagement 
with the second notch-that'is, the notch near 
est the spring 8’. The operator now at one 
movement returns the guard-lever Zto its 
normal position. The ?rst part of said move 
ment advances the breech-block and pushes 
the cartridge resting on the upper seat 0’ end 
wise from the carrier into the bore of the gun~ 
barrel, at which instant the forward side of 
the arm Z’ in its angular movement engages 
the adjacent side of the hub w of the lever t2 
and forces the latter from the retainin g-sprin g 
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‘z, thereby in conjunction‘ with the spring 3’ ' 
forcing the carrier 0 downwardly to its nor 
mal position, the end of the pawl [n3 in its de :30 
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' - "in the tubes, and a ?xed plate 19 closing the 

65‘ 
‘ i one portion 122 of which opening cartridges 

. from the magazine endwise onto the lower‘ 
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scent sliding freely past the wheel. a? and 
springs into engagement with its lowest tooth. 
At this instant, too, the cover or cap it of the 
carrier will uncover the adjacent opening or 
feed-outlet p5 of the disk 19, thereby wholly: 
releasing ‘the contiguous spring-resisted car 
tridge, which is then delivered with pressure 

‘seat 02 of the carrier, where it is arrestedby 
the wheel n2, extending upwardly into the said 
‘carrier-seat. ~(See_ Fig. 16.) The ?nalpart 
of the closing movement forces the cartridge 
to its seat in the barrel, the head of the ex; 
tractor member a2 at the same time yielding 
to receive the rim of the cartridge,‘ thereby 

_ completing the operation. Figs. 1 and 6 show 
the corresponding relation of the parts. The 
hammer, however, would be left in the f ull~ 
cock position. ' . 

i I claim as my invention and desire to secure 
vby United States Letters Patent-— 

1.. In a magazine-?rearm, the combination 
of an intermittingly-revoluble magazine con 
sisting of a series of tubes at arranged around 
a' common center, resilient-followers mounted 

‘rear end of the magazine; said plate having 
an elongated opening 19' therethrough com 

v _ inuni'cating with the rear end of two contig 

.30 none tubes, one part 192 of said opening being 
adapted to freely receive the cartridges, as in‘ 
loading the magazine, the other part 193 of the 
opening having an inwardly-extending circu 
lady-arranged rib or ?ange, arranged where- 
by upon turningthe magazine the rear end 
of'the' next succeeding cartridge will be de 
?ectedpast said rib, thereby bringing it into 
position ready to be ejected into the carrier 
block when the latter is depressed to its limit, 
substantiallyf'as described. 

2. In a magazine-?rearm, the combination 
with a rotatable multichambered magazine 
and a movable carrier-block, constructed and 
arrangedwith relation to each other substan 
tially as hereinbefore described, of the ?xed 

- plate or head 19 interposed between the adja 
cent ends of the magazine and carrier-block, 
said plate ‘having an intcrcommu‘nicating 

' loading and feeding opening formed there 
. 5 0 through ' communicating with two contiguous 

chambers of the magazine, a vertical cover or 
‘ cap u secured to the front end of the carrier 

69 

block extending downward across said'plate 
' opening while. the cartridge is'being .trans-' 
ferred from the block into the barrel, and a 
swinging cover 9 having its free endv extend 
ing through‘ the plate-opening tohol'd the con 
tiguous cartridge in position until the maga 
zine is again rotated, substantially as de-' 
scribed. 

,3. In a magazine-?rearm, a suitably-mount-I 
_ ed ?xed plate or head 19, arranged to comrnu~ 

' nicate with a rotary magazine having a series‘ 
of chambers, said plate having an elongated 
or slotted opening 19’ forir ed therein, through 
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may be passed [freely into the contiguous 

the magazine, the other portion psbeing coun 
terbored from the rear side to prevent the es 
cape of cartridges from the adjacent cham 
ber, said portions of the opening being inter 
communicating and capable of receiving the 
rim or enlarged end of a cartridge from a 
charged chamber rearwardly into the portion 
192 against a suitable stop, so that upon turning 
the magazine axially the said-rim part of the 

the counterbored portion pithe cartridge then 
being ready to be taken and delivered into 
the gun barrel. ' ’ 

of a suitably-mounted revoluble multicham 
bered magazine, a shaft fixed to the maga 
zine, aratchet-wheel secured to the shaft, a re 
ciprocating carrier-block, a spring-pawl joint 

_ ed vto said block and in engagement with said 
ratchet-wheel, a swinging guardor operating 
lever, and a connection or intermediate lever 

the act of dropping-the guard-lever actuates 
the ‘intermediate lever to elevate the carrier 

> block and at the same time to rotate the maga 
zine, substantiallyas and for the purpose set 
forth. ’ " i ,_ p r‘ _' 

5. Ina magazine-?rearm, the combination 
with the revoluble magazine provided with a 
ratchet-wheel,and a ?xed apertur'ed plate cov 
ering the mouth oft-he magazine, of the car 
rier-block me_mber,substantially as described, 
having two interc'oinmunicating seats ar 
ranged in different horizontal planes, one 
above the other, a pawl slidably mounted in 
the rear end portion of the block capable of 
engaging said wheel, and having the opposite~ 

downwardly-extending spring-plate, for the 
purpose hereinbefore set forth. 

stantially as hereinbefore described, the same 
consisting essentially of a barrel andbreech 

’ stock, a frame uniting them, a spring-resisted 
hammer and trigger mounted in said frame, a 
multichambered revoluble magazine ‘mount 
ed below and parallel with the barrel, ‘a 
ratchet-wheel through which the magazine is 
revolved, a vertically-movable double-seated 
carrier-block arranged to communicate with 
and rotate the magazine, a vertically-slidable 
spring-pawl mounted in said carrier-block 
adapted to engage said ratchet-wheel, a ?xed 
plate or disk having an opening therein 
through which cartridges are introduced into 
and delivered from the ‘magazine, said plate 
being interposed between the adjacent ends 
of the carrier-block and magazine, a’self-clos 

, ing pivotally-mounted loading-cover ?lling 
an opening formed in the side'of the‘frame 
and communicating with the magazine, a slid 
able cover closing an opening formed in the 

breech-block, provided with a shelliextractor 

' cartridge is carried around in the slot and into ' 

engaging thecarrier~bloek, arranged whereby 

magazine-chamber, as in loading or charging ‘ 

'75, 

4:. ‘In a magazine-?rearm, the combination; 
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or forward end of the block provided with a p 

6. The improved magazine-?rearm, sub- " 
I10 

115 -. 
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I30 
vframe'above .the carrier-block, a movable - ' 
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and ?ring-pin, mounted at the rear of and'in adapted, for operation substantially as shown 
line with the barrel’s axis and attached to. ‘and described and for the purposes set forth. 10 
said slidable cover, a pivotallyemounted re- In testimony whereof I have a?ixed my sig 
silient lever or connection connected with the naturein presence of two witnesses. » 
carrier-block for actuating the 1atter,aswing- v ~ _ a ' WVILLIAM H. DAVENPORT. 
ing guard-lever having an inner arm, and ‘Witnesses: _ t ‘ 
suitable connections uniting the said breech- GEO. H. REMINGTON, 
block and guard-lever, all combined and‘ ' iFREDERIO ARNOLD. 


